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“A Many-Sided Substance”:  
The Philosophy of Conversation in Woolf, 
Russell, and Kant

Erin Greer
University of California at Berkeley

One of the most striking features of Virginia Woolf ’s fiction is her representation of what 
Julia Briggs has called “the conversation behind the conversation.” These prominent non-
verbal “conversations” evoke the word’s archaic sense, still visible in its roots of con and 
vertĕre: a relation of “turning together.” Woolf ’s experimental “playpoem,” The Waves 
(1931), may be read as an extended exploration of this sort of nonverbal “conversation.” 
The text’s depiction of two crucial scenes of dinner table conversation moreover sketches 
a subtle dialogue between Bertrand Russell ’s epistemology and Immanuel Kant’s aes-
thetics. The Waves reframes and integrates both philosophical inquiries in terms of con-
versation, proposing a theory by which collaborative aesthetic conversation transforms 
the given world into what Rhoda calls a “dwelling-place.” The resultant philosophy of 
conversation offers an original account of the sensus communis, in which the feeling 
of commonality underlying aesthetic judgment may itself be produced by a particularly 
aesthetic mode of conversation.
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They are making passes with their hands, to express what they cannot 
say; what excites them in those photographs is something so deeply 
sunk that they cannot put words to it. But we, like most English people, 
have been trained not to see but to talk. Yet it may be, they went on, 
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that there is a zone of silence in the middle of every art. The artists 
themselves live in it.

—  Virginia Woolf,  
Walter Sickert:  
a converSation

“English people have been trained not to see but to talk,” the narrator 
observes in Virginia Woolf ’s fictional essay “Walter Sickert: A conver-
sation.” Visual art, she proceeds to suggest, arrests this English impulse 

to chattiness by drawing its perceivers into the “zone of silence in the middle of 
every art.” Silence lies at the heart, presumably, even of verbal arts like Woolf ’s 
novels; the artist dwells in this zone, yet is moved to speak, to give expression 
to the view from within this silent space. In Woolf ’s work, silence is also “in 
the middle” of the most verbal, everyday, and “English” art of conversation. She 
represents this practice as something much more complex and indeed visual than 
the epigraph’s sketch of superficial “talk” suggests. Not only does she develop 
conversation into a full-fledged art of its own, she also uses conversation as a 
metaphor for artistic practices that transform the relation between human subjects 
and the world. Particularly in To the Lighthouse and The Waves, Woolf integrates 
the acts of seeing and talking in the figure of conversation, and she develops this 
figure into a vision of community premised upon aesthetic efforts that links the 
social features of talk with the silent attentiveness of looking. Turning attention to 
Woolf ’s representation of conversation, this essay discovers an original philosophy 
of social relations that bridges aesthetics and epistemology.1

From The Voyage Out through Between the Acts, Woolf ’s fiction demonstrates 
keen awareness of the limits of language as a means of connecting with others. 
Richard Dalloway’s exclamation to Rachel Vinrace in The Voyage Out encapsulates 
this limitation of language, and of the capacities of verbal conversation to bring 
people together: “ ‘Here I sit; there you sit; both, I doubt not, chock-full of the 
most interesting experiences, ideas, emotions; yet how communicate?’ ” (63). At 
times in Woolf ’s fiction, this limit offers relief, as in Clarissa’s appreciation in 
Mrs. Dalloway of the “solitude” she can enjoy in her marriage with Richard; as 
she sees it, “there is a dignity in people; a solitude; even between husband and 
wife a gulf; and that one must respect” (120). Similarly, in To the Lighthouse, Lily 
thinks that Mrs. Ramsay is “glad [. . .] to rest in silence, uncommunicative; to rest 
in the extreme obscurity of human relationships” (171). She imagines that “Mrs. 
Ramsay may have asked [. . .]. Aren’t we more expressive thus?” (171–172). For her 
own part, Lily finds that “Words fluttered sideways and struck the object inches 
too low. [. . .] For how could one express in words these emotions of the body?” 
(178). An abiding concern in The Waves is “how little known” one’s friends are and 
a view — to which I’ll return — that “speech is false” (276, 138).

The moments of greatest connection between Woolf ’s characters are fre-
quently moments when verbal conversation occurs alongside a different sort of 
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“conversation,” the nature of which is indicated in the word’s Latin roots of con 
(with) and vertĕre (to turn).2 Originally, “conversation” signified a process of 
“turning with” others toward and through shared experience. Speech presum-
ably played a part in guiding the conversationalists’ “turns,” but the essence of 
conversation was the togetherness experienced, not the words by which it was 
achieved. Woolf ’s depictions of conversation evoke this root meaning; frequently 
she contrasts wordless conversational attunement with the shallower and flawed 
efforts of characters to gain access to each other’s inner worlds through speech. 
Even in scenes of conversation, her narrative voice famously focuses more on 
the non-verbal attunement or divergence of thoughts than on the actual words 
exchanged. The opening of To The Lighthouse offers a sharp example, spacing a 
six-line conversation about going to the lighthouse over the course of fifteen 
pages, as the narration plunges into the minds of the characters listening to and 
participating in the conversation.3

At times, Woolf ’s characters “converse” without exchanging a single word, 
gaining a sense of togetherness wholly through the act of turning, or looking, 
together. Recall the moment in To the Lighthouse when Mrs. Ramsay finally feels 
connected to Augustus Carmichael, as they look in their different ways at the 
centerpiece bowl of fruit: “That was his way of looking, different from hers. But 
looking together united them” (22). Throughout this novel, characters are united 
when “looking together”: at sand dunes, a woman and child sitting in a window-
sill, the lighthouse, etc. It is Woolf ’s next major novel, however, The Waves, that 
formally develops this model of conversational attunement in its own style, the 
curious cycle of soliloquies that comprises the text. Described by Woolf in her 
diary as a “playpoem,” the text is a tissue of punctuated “speech” that is abstract, 
lyrical, and bearing only obscure relation to that of the other characters (Diary 
203). A lifelong “conversation” nonetheless holds the works’ six main characters 
together, as they run against the limitations of speech, yet find their identities to 
be interwoven over the course of years turning together toward a shared social 
world.

In what follows, I read The Waves as an exploration of “conversation” in the 
word’s archaic as well as contemporary senses by staging a dialogue between 
Woolf and two philosophers whose influences are subtly present throughout the 
text: Immanuel Kant and Bertrand Russell.4 The two senses of “conversation” 
coincide in The Waves in two crucial meal scenes, during which the characters 
talk to each other while simultaneously turning together toward a flower at 
the center of the table. This flower comes to symbolize their “communion.” As 
they turn toward it, speaking of what they see, feel, and think, “something is 
made,” a “many-sided substance” (145, 229). The text’s description of this “some-
thing” — this beautiful object seen from numerous perspectives — evokes both 
Kant’s aesthetic philosophy and Russell’s articulations of epistemological doubt. 
The twofold conversations of these dinner scenes integrate and reconfigure the 
work of these philosophers, as though The Waves places Kant and Russell into a 
conversation of their own.
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My argument is not that Woolf intentionally crafts a philosophy of conver-
sation from her interpretations of Kant and Russell, but that such a philosophy, 
in which conversation is itself the quotidian synecdoche of the broader aesthetic 
foundation of a shareable world, emerges when we reconstruct a conversation 
among three writers interested in art’s relation to “subject and object and the 
nature of reality” (Lighthouse 23). The conversations comprising The Waves suggest 
an original philosophy uniting aesthetics, ethics, and epistemology. And whereas 
scholars typically locate political salience in Woolf ’s feminism or subtle critiques 
of British Empire, tracing her representation of conversation reveals a more 
fundamental link between politics and her aesthetics. Conversation, The Waves 
indicates, generates a particular form of sensus communis, the aesthetic affirmation 
of commonality that Woolf ’s philosophical contemporaries believed our other 
senses could not ensure.

The philosophy of conversation that emerges in this reading does not dimin-
ish the sense of individual isolation that pervades the text, but the latter forms 
the backdrop against which the fleeting moments of conversational communion 
“blaze” (229). Each character repeatedly seeks relief from ordinary life: through 
romantic love (Neville), storytelling (Bernard), home-making (Susan), sexual 
affirmation ( Jinny), business success (Louis), and imagination (Rhoda). None 
reaches fulfillment, and the repetition of their preoccupations as the cycle of 
soliloquies proceeds underscores the fragility of the moments when they grasp 
meaning, clarity, or beauty. The dinners during which they “behold what [they] 
have made” stand out as the singular instances in the text in which all voices tune 
into one “conversation,” and the characters collectively experience a moment of 
coherence. These passages are further striking because their lyric content syn-
chronizes with the text’s conversational form. The characters quickly resume 
their rhythms of effort and regret, however, and Rhoda commits suicide. Bernard 
“sum[s] up” their lives at the end in an ambivalent monologue, the “conversation” 
having ceased. In other words, the sensus communis that I argue coalesces in 
conversation is not transformative. In a way, it prefigures the penultimate scene 
in Woolf ’s unfinished final work, Between the Acts, in which the characters are 
“dispersed,” feeling themselves to be “orcs, scraps, and fragments,” and yet also 
ennobled by the possibility of producing and sharing in the experience of art 
(Between 196). Such transient consolation is consolation nonetheless, a chance 
for meaning and community in what Bernard calls these “so animal, so spiritual 
and tumultuous lives” (249).

THE AESTHETICS OF CONVERSATION

Before considering the scenes of dinner table conversation in The Waves, it is worth 
recalling the famous dinner scene in To the Lighthouse, which offers a combined 
sociological and aesthetic portrait of the conversation through which Mrs. Ram-
say “ma[kes] of the moment something permanent” (161). Likening her “social 
manner” to a foreign language adopted “at some meeting, [by] the chairman, to 
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obtain unity,” Woolf in To the Lighthouse emphasizes the artifice and conventional-
ity of Mrs. Ramsay’s shepherding of conversation (90). The analogy also resonates 
with Ludwig Wittgenstein’s claim that “to imagine a language means to imagine 
a form of life” (§19, 8).5 To speak the language of the dinner table is to share 
its form of life, its implicit social conventions and assumptions. This becomes 
especially apparent when the narrative takes the perspective of characters who 
do not naturally fit this form. Charles Tansley, for instance, chafes against the 
class distinctions implicit in the chatter, defensive and disdainful of the “damned 
rot they talk,” while craving recognition for having ascended from the working 
class into this circle (85). Lily Briscoe and the single widower William Bankes 
both feel uneasy and insincere as they conform to “codes of behavior” that permit 
the conversation to flow, affirming the Victorian gender relations and “clucking 
domesticities” that prevail in the Ramsay household (91, 22).

In addition to affirming a particular and narrow “form of life,” however, the 
conversation at the Ramsays’ table also gives form to life, as the scene’s continual 
reference to aesthetic elements emphasizes. Mrs. Ramsay, in spite of her outdated 
values, is described in terms that evoke familiar modernist descriptions of artistic 
impersonality: “past everything, through everything, [and] out of everything,” 
she undertakes the “effort of merging and flowing and creating” (83). She attends 
to the words of her guests not for their informational content, but for the con-
tribution or threat they make to the creation of a “community of feeling with 
other people,” as when she becomes alert to the “danger” posed by a turn of talk 
toward the permanence of literature, which she knows will incite her husband’s 
insecurities and possibly also his temper (113, 107). As the evening proceeds and 
the candles are lit, the guests feel “composed, as they had not been in the twilight, 
into a party round a table” (97). They are separated by the rippling window glass 
from the outer world, consolidated into a living tableau by the candlelight and 
forming a “common cause against that fluidity out there” (97). The text interest-
ingly positions the guests within a framed work of art, looking outward through 
the glass at a “fleeting” and “spectral” world distinct from their own formal 
coherence (97, 105). Years later, as Lily completes her painting, she reflects that 
“Mrs. Ramsay ma[de] of the moment something permanent (as in another sphere 
Lily herself tried to make of the moment something permanent)” (161). As far 
as Lily is concerned, Mrs. Ramsay’s guidance indeed gave the moment of dinner 
table conversation the qualified permanence possible in the “sphere” of memory.

The Waves establishes a more complex relationship between conversation and 
art by connecting the work of conversation to epistemological doubt, particularly 
in its two scenes of dinner table “communion.” In the first scene, the characters 
have gathered to send their friend Percival off to India. Bernard’s account of this 
meeting strikingly conflates their “communion” with sense perception:

“But here and now we are together,” said Bernard. “We have come together, at a 
particular time, to this particular spot. We are drawn into this communion by some 
deep, some common emotion. Shall we call it, conveniently, ‘love’? Shall we say ‘love 
of Percival’ because Percival is going to India?
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 “No, that is too small, too particular a name. We cannot attach the width and 
spread of our feelings to so small a mark. We have come together (from the North, 
from the South, from Susan’s farm, from Louis’ house of business) to make one thing, 
not enduring — for what endures? — but seen by many eyes simultaneously. There 
is a red carnation in that vase. A single flower as we sat here waiting, but now a 
seven-sided flower, many-petalled, red, puce, purple-shaded, stiff with silver-tinted 
leaves — a whole flower to which every eye brings its own contribution.” (127)

Bernard suggests that they are drawn together by a feeling more expansive than 
fondness for a departing friend. Such an explanation of their feelings would be 
“too particular;” a creative urge “to make one thing [. . .] seen by many eyes simul-
taneously” is by implication more general, more “common,” than the personal 
emotions of any individual. Their urge to be together is an urge to create, and the 
object they make is fundamentally collaborative, gaining “contributions” from 
each eye that gazes upon it.

In this strange account of creation, not only does looking become making, 
but Bernard curiously remarks that the “one thing” they make is “seen by many 
eyes simultaneously.” This would seem to be an unnecessary specification; of course 
the dinner guests can simultaneously see the same objects in their surroundings. 
Bernard’s words are sensitive to a particular expression of epistemological doubt, 
according to which an observer’s mind and perspective give him or her a unique 
picture of the world, which neither corresponds perfectly to the material reality 
of the world, nor matches the picture of the world formed by any other observer. 
His words in fact seem like a defensive response to an assertion in Bertrand Rus-
sell’s 1914 work, Our Knowledge of the External World: “there is absolutely nothing 
which is seen by two minds simultaneously” (87). As Ann Banfield and others 
have shown, Woolf ’s work consistently engages with the British epistemological 
tradition. According to Banfield, Woolf ultimately endorses Russell’s description 
of “reality” as a mathematical, logical structure given to us in circumscribed doses 
according to our subject positions.6 Russell describes the world not in terms of 
what is “seen” by a particular subject, but what is “seeable” by perspectives both 
occupied and unoccupied — potential views upon the world’s objects by potential, 
non-particular subjects.

The Waves evokes Russell’s philosophy in a number of ways, but the text does 
not so much endorse Russell’s epistemology as it reconfigures it in relation to 
aesthetics. The entire text seems to dramatize what Russell called, in An Outline 
of Philosophy (1927), “a question of very great importance”: “What difference is 
there between the propositions ‘there is a triangle’ and ‘I see a triangle’?” (225). 
The Waves’ opening implicitly poses the same question, moving from the itali-
cized, third-person description that begins, “The sun had not yet risen,” to the first 
soliloquies:

“I see a ring,” said Bernard, “hanging above me. It quivers and hangs in a loop of 
light.”
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 “I see a slab of pale yellow,” said Susan, “spreading away until it meets a purple 
stripe.” (9)

Like Russell’s “question of very great importance,” the opening juxtaposition 
of a third-person declaration with a first-person sensual report marks a distinc-
tion between subjective perception and the objective features of the world. The 
first-person voices in which the majority of the novel is written are emphatically 
subjective, and they frequently articulate a concern about the shareability of expe-
rience and the consequences for individuals whose efforts to connect with others 
run against the limits of language. In its formal presentation as primarily a cycle 
of first-person utterances, The Waves makes two inquiries simultaneously: what 
kind of whole can be made out of disparate subjective experience, and what is the 
relation between these experiences, this whole, and the world as it would appear to 
a transcendental observer? The voice of the third-person interludes does not offer 
such a transcendental perspective, however. It is idiosyncratic, prone to histori-
cally-charged metaphors like the waves’ echo of “turbaned warriors” drumming, 
which suggests that objective knowledge is beyond the novel’s representational 
reach. This absence of an “outside” perspective only underscores the epistemo-
logical uncertainty that contextualizes the “conversations” of the six characters.

For Russell, this uncertainty is socially significant, because “we want the 
same object for different people” (Problems 17). As this passage from The Problems 
of Philosophy (1912) continues, he situates this desire in a scene strikingly similar 
to the scene of communion in The Waves:

When ten people are sitting round a dinner-table, it seems preposterous to maintain 
that they are not seeing the same tablecloth, the same knives and forks and spoons 
and glasses. But the sense-data are private to each separate person; what is immedi-
ately present to the sight of one is not immediately present to the sight of another: 
they all see things from slightly different points of view, and therefore see them 
slightly differently. (17)

Russell further claims that the ordinary conviction that these ten people do in 
fact see the same tablecloth, cutlery, and so on depends upon the existence of 
“something over and above the private and particular sense-data which appear to 
various people” (17). There must be a common world, in other words, populated 
with what Russell calls “public neutral objects” (17). His eventual account of 
the relation between human observers and such “public neutral objects” char-
acterizes observation as a “purely structural position, one already there before 
an observer arrives” (Banfield 72). There are infinitely different “perspectives” 
through which different people may look upon public neutral objects, and each 
of these perspectives discloses its own “world.” “If two men are sitting in a room,” 
Russell writes, “two somewhat similar worlds are perceived by them; if a third 
man enters and sits between them, a third world, intermediate between the two 
previous worlds, begins to be perceived” (Our Knowledge 87–88). And although a 
“world” is conjured and contoured according to the position from which it may be 
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observed, a particular observer is not necessary to that world’s “existence”: “The 
three-dimensional world seen by one mind [. . .] exists entire exactly as it is per-
ceived, and might be exactly as it is even if it were not perceived” (87). A “world” 
exists whether perceived by an actual mind or not, just as a slightly different 
“world” exists as it would be perceived by a mind situated slightly to the side of 
the hypothetical body perceiving the world in the first instance.

Suggesting that the act of looking together generates a singular and shared 
“seven-sided” flower, Bernard evokes Russell’s claim that the perspectives indi-
viduals occupy define “worlds” — each “side” of the flower is the “contribution” of 
a differently-positioned perceiver — but he suggests that these various perspectives 
collapse and collate productively into one world. It is as though he socializes the 
empirical compromises made by Russell and other Cambridge New Realists. In 
contrast to Russell’s conclusion that nothing can be “seen by two minds simul-
taneously,” the “seven-sided flower” indicates that looking together can in some 
way make the “thing . . . seen by many eyes simultaneously.”

Tying the characters’ establishment of a shared world to their perception of a 
flower, The Waves hints at an aesthetic, rather than structural, “solution” to Rus-
sell’s concerns. The flower, of course, is a paradigmatic symbol of beauty — Kant’s 
exemplary “free natural beauty,” which, as he describes in The Critique of Judgment, 
elicits aesthetic pleasure irrespective of its instrumental purpose (§16, 65–66). 
Indeed, Bernard’s odd assertion that the characters “make” a flower by looking 
at it, begins to make sense by the light of Kant’s concept of the sensus communis. 
Enlisting Kant in the next section’s analysis of The Waves, I will argue that it is 
actually this sense — not the flower with which Bernard confuses it — that the 
characters make as they turn together in conversation. They generate the sense of 
sharing a common world, not by invoking the existence of “public neutral objects,” 
but rather by turning together in a particular manner that transforms the world 
of objects into what Rhoda calls a “dwelling-place.” In The Waves, “conversation” 
is not merely the product of aesthetic work, as it appeared in To the Lighthouse; it 
illuminates a social potential within aesthetic work more generally, and offers a 
revised account of the sense underlying aesthetic perception.

THE CONVERSATIONAL SENSUS COMMUNIS

Additional aesthetic qualities of the characters’ communion become prominent 
in the novel’s second dinner-table sequence. Once more, the characters turn 
toward a flower at the table’s center, which has “become a six-sided flower; made 
of six lives,” following Percival’s death (229). The six characters fall into what 
Rhoda calls a “disembodied mood,” when “the sharp tooth of egotism” is blunted, 
and — sampling from several characters’ soliloquies — they feel “impartial,” “dis-
solved,” “extinct, lost in the abysses of time” (225). Their disinterestedness is 
momentary. As the characters recover a sense of time and desire, they observe 
what they have “made”: an “illumination,” Louis calls it; a figure “built up with 
much pain, many strokes,” says Jinny. To Bernard, it is a “many-sided substance 
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cut out of [the] dark” surrounding them, a “blaz[ing]” substance that contains 
their different experiences of “marriage, death, travel, friendship [. . .] children 
and all that” (229). The characters’ entry into a “disembodied mood” enables them 
to experience their communion once more as an aesthetic product they have made 
collectively, a blazing illumination built this time of their separate experiences.

Disinterestedness of this sort is common to descriptions of aesthetic experi-
ence, and in some accounts, it forms the crucial link between art and community. 
As Christine Froula paraphrases in her survey of the influence of Kant’s aesthetic 
philosophy on the Bloomsbury group, the “escape from personality” that a person 
experiences in artistic contemplation is a form of “freedom that mediates socia-
bility and community [.  .  .] by transposing its beholders beyond egotism into 
(possible) disinterested pleasure” (13–14). The concept of disinterestedness is the 
most obvious similarity between Kantian and Bloomsbury formulations of aes-
thetic production and contemplation. For Froula, this “disinterestedness” enables 
a “noncoercive dialogue about the sensus communis, or common values” (14). But 
as the first dinner scene suggests, the characters in The Waves are not precisely in 
“dialogue about the sensus communis:” they are building it in dialogue, as though 
this sense of commonness is itself a product of the aesthetic work of conversation.

According to Kant, intuition of the sensus communis is a defining feature of 
aesthetic experience. To judge something aesthetically is to believe in the uni-
versality of one’s judgment. When we call a flower beautiful, for instance, “we 
believe that we speak with a universal voice, and we claim the assent of every one” 
(§8, 50). More specifically, we “imput[e] this agreement to everyone” (§8, 51, his 
emphasis). Beauty is not a defined concept; we would not attempt to logically 
persuade others of a flower’s beauty. Rather, according to Kant, we believe that 
anyone who perceives the flower will immediately, pre-conceptually, feel that it 
is beautiful. This belief rests upon the implicit assumption that we share with 
others a sensus communis, a “subjective principle which determines what pleases 
or displeases only by feeling and not by concepts, but yet with universal validity” 
(§21, 75). Faith in the universality of one’s aesthetic judgment is constitutive of 
the experience of aesthetic judgment. In a moment of aesthetic appreciation, one 
does not identify as part of a concrete community that appreciates the work, but 
rather believes that there must be others who do, or would, feel as one feels upon 
encountering the work. The instinctive, pre-conceptual appreciation for beauty 
seems evidence of this actual or possible community. Recalling Mrs. Ramsay’s 
words, aesthetic judgment implicitly affirms that there exists a “community of 
feeling with other people.”

One of the essential features of a work of art or other object that stimu-
lates aesthetic judgment, a Kantian might say, is that it can be seen from many 
“sides” and yet be judged with a singular verdict. The characters do not “make” 
the actual flower that stands between them; conversing in the twofold sense of 
talking and turning together, they make the particular kind of communion that 
attends aesthetic experience. Bernard’s conflation of the feeling of communion 
with the flower suggests that their feeling of closeness is qualitatively similar to 
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the feeling of abstract, “disembodied” communion implicit in instinctive aesthetic 
pleasure. Rather than conflating the flower with the source of their aesthetic 
solidarity, however, Bernard suggests that they make the flower. The flower does 
not provide a causal account for their feeling (as it would in a more traditionally 
Kantian schema), but rather it comes into being as though to explain their feeling, 
standing for the sensus communis that develops as the characters “converse” in a 
disembodied mood.

Rhoda’s understanding of this moment of communion subtly refines its 
relation to an aesthetic sensus communis. The moment makes her recall the “dwell-
ing-place” she imagined while listening to the performance of a string quartet on 
the afternoon she learned of Percival’s death. Walking with the other characters 
past Wren’s palace following dinner, Rhoda envisions the same curious image of 
a square standing upon an oblong that came to her while listening to the music: 
“Wren’s palace, like the quartet played to the dry and stranded people in the 
stalls, makes an oblong. A square is stood upon the oblong and we say, ‘This is 
our dwelling-place. The structure is now visible. Very little is left outside’ ” (228). 
In the earlier scene, this curious image of a square and oblong “dwelling-place” 
serves for Rhoda as an alternative to describing the music conceptually, through 
language. She has attempted and rejected a series of similes for the singer’s voice. 
First, she analogizes it to an arrow piercing the musical note/apple, then to an 
axe “split[ting] a tree to the core,” and finally to a woman’s call to a lover, “leaning 
from her window in Venice” (162). She becomes frustrated with these attempts to 
translate her pleasure into metaphors: “ ‘Like’ and ‘like’ and ‘like,’ but what is the 
thing that lies beneath the semblance of the thing?” (163). Like Kant, she seems to 
believe that some part of the aesthetic experience cannot be linguistically — con-
ceptually — expressed. The aesthetic, Kant claims, communicates its pleasures 
“without the mediation of a concept,” and any attempt to convey aesthetic pleasure 
conceptually will inevitably distort the experience (§40, 138; §20, 75).

Rhoda abandons this effort to provide a narrative, metaphorical account of 
her pleasure, offering instead the abstract image of a “perfect dwelling-place”:

Now that lightning has gashed the tree and the flowering branch has fallen and Per-
cival, by his death, has made me this gift, let me see the thing. There is a square; there 
is an oblong. The players take the square and place it upon the oblong. They place it 
very accurately; they make a perfect dwelling-place. Very little is left outside. The 
structure is now visible; what is inchoate is here stated; we are not so various or so 
mean; we have made oblongs and stood them upon squares. This is our triumph; 
this is our consolation. (163)

“The thing” Rhoda sees in this moment of revelation is not the noumenal truth 
of the music, which she would not be able to conceptualize or express anyway, 
but rather a “perfect dwelling-place,” the curious figure of the square and oblong 
she later recalls in communion with her friends. Her discovery is doubly Kantian: 
the “dwelling-place” with others who are “not so various or so mean” suggests 
that she intuits something like a sensus communis, and describing this, rather than 
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the music itself, relieves a frustration consonant with Kant’s insistence that aes-
thetic judgment cannot be accounted for via concepts. Rather than use language, 
which is by nature conceptual, to describe a non-conceptual aesthetic experience, 
Rhoda uses language to attest to the experience’s affirmation that she “dwells” 
with others. Reviving the image of the “dwelling-place” in the moment when 
other characters seek to describe the “thing” they have made in conversation at 
the dinner table, Rhoda once again describes the social implications of her expe-
rience of the “object,” rather than the object itself. In doing so, she comes closer 
than the others to describing what is “made” in conversation: not a flower or other 
“many-sided substance,” but a communion like that which is affirmed by music 
and other works of beauty.

The significance of a conversational sensus communis is underscored by the 
fact that it is Rhoda, the tortured and suicidal character who “wish[es] above all 
things to have lodgment,” who finds a “dwelling-place” in aesthetic communion 
with her friends (131). Rhoda’s fragility and alienation from others registers fre-
quently in The Waves as a desire to flee her embodied and material circumstances. 
She daydreams of wild seas, marble columns, and cold landscapes she shares only 
with a swallow. These private fantasies help her recover from the social trauma of 
being “broken into separate pieces” (106) when forced into company with others. 
They also manifest what Rei Terada has called “phenomenophilia,” an impulse of 
“looking away” from the given world that she argues emerged in response par-
ticularly to the epistemological skepticism of Kant’s First Critique (4). In works 
of literature and philosophy following Kant, Terada traces this trope of “looking 
away” from a reality that is neither chosen nor guaranteed to correspond to the 
concepts our minds construct from sense data. A “phenomenophile” withdraws 
from this “nonoptional” and uncertain reality into private, idiosyncratic fantasy, 
which means she withdraws from the possibility of community (75). Terada 
argues that Kant’s Third Critique offers aesthetic judgment as an alternative to 
the phenomenophile’s response to the First Critique. Aesthetic judgment affirms 
community in a way that sense perception alone cannot, and the pleasures of aes-
thetic work provide relief from “nonoptional reality” without extracting one from 
community: “In developing a universalist aesthetics, Kant trades irregular enjoy-
ment for what he hopes is something better: a glimpse of a basis for spontaneous 
community” (Terada 99).

Rhoda’s discovery of a dwelling-place is similar to the return to commu-
nity that Terada finds in Kant’s Third Critique.7 Seeing a dwelling-place in the 
music hall — and again in the moment of creating and affirming an aesthetic 
communion in conversation — Rhoda finds temporary “lodgment” in her actual 
surroundings, rather than in the fantasies through which she escapes them. 
One of the tragedies of The Waves — and an indication that the commonality 
constructed in conversation may be as temporary as conversation itself — is that 
Rhoda does not “dwell” in this place long enough. Her sense of alienation ulti-
mately defeats its alleviation by music and the similarly aesthetic “conversation” 
with her friends.
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Using the language of “conversation,” we might say that aesthetic experience 
elicits a feeling of “looking” or “turning” with others, which implies that we 
share a common world. There is a crucial distinction between the “conversa-
tional aesthetic” that emerges in The Waves and Kant’s aesthetics: Woolf ’s sensus 
communis is produced collectively, rather than simply evoked by the beautiful 
object. The characters in The Waves do not share a judgment of the flower. Only 
Bernard invokes the flower to account for their feeling of communion, whereas 
others attach their sensus to the perception of an “illumination,” an object “built 
up with many strokes,” the “dwelling-place,” etc. The passages indicate that the 
sensus communis is the product of aesthetic effort, rather than an a priori sense 
that matches one’s judgments of aesthetic works with those of other viewers. 
As such, Woolf ’s conversational sensus communis does not share Kant’s nor-
mative presupposition of shared (Western and aristocratic) taste. Others need 
not affirm the beauty of a particular object in order to experience communion; 
the conversational sensus communis is generated when disinterested attunement 
toward an experience combines with an awareness of different, but simultaneous, 
perceptions of this experience by others. Such attunement entails an imaginative 
awareness of others made possible, at least in The Waves, by the “disembodied 
mood” that art particularly cultivates. The endless, lifelong process of “making 
conversation” reflected in The Waves suggests that the collective construction 
of aesthetic commonality is a fragile effort that succeeds only as long as it is 
renewed.

The tacit model of conversational communion that emerges in The Waves 
makes an illuminating contrast to the characters’ conversation in the ordinary 
sense of the word. Like To the Lighthouse, the novel is critical of dinner table chat-
ter. It shows conventional (verbal) conversation to fall too easily into alternating 
self-assertions, “attempts to say, ‘I am this, I am that,’ which we make,” according 
to Louis, “coming together, like separated parts of one body and soul” (137). Feel-
ings of “vanity,” “fear,” and “a desire to be separate” lead the characters, in Louis’s 
view, to obscure their essential connection, “a chain whirling round, round, in a 
steel-blue circle beneath” (137). Susan “speaks” next, describing not a chain but a 
“furious coal-black stream that makes us dizzy if we look down into it,” waters of 
“hate” and “love” (137). Jinny, too, thinks of this shared undercurrent as hate and 
love, and Neville completes the communal analysis of their interrelation by con-
cluding that “these roaring waters [. . .] upon which we build our crazy platforms 
are more stable than the wild, the weak and inconsequent cries that we utter when, 
trying to speak, we rise; when we reason and jerk out these false sayings, ‘I am this; 
I am that!’ Speech is false” (138). The imagery suggests that a collective, uncon-
scious current of affect is more primary than individual articulations of identity, 
and the allegedly sovereign function of reason is itself “crazy” in its suppression 
of this elemental truth. Conversation as ordinarily understood is an inevitably 
vexed attempt to connect with others through repressing connectedness, insofar 
as speech falsely affirms individual identity, differentiating the personal self from 
the “coal-black stream.”
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The striking violence of the imagery representing prelinguistic connectedness 
in this series of soliloquies complicates its apparent disavowal of “crazy” speech 
and individuality. The Waves is, after all, a cycle of individual articulations, and 
neither Louis’s image of a chain yoking people together, nor Susan and Neville’s 
notions of waters that threaten to overwhelm and drown individuals struggling to 
speak as such, are appealing ways to conceive of human community. A dubious but 
real value attends individual articulation in this work, yet the dampened distinc-
tion between voices and the claim that first-person articulation is “false” suggest 
that the conceit of individuality is itself at question. When Bernard, in the final 
section of the book, tries to tell the story of his life, he finds it difficult to do so 
without implying an autonomy from his friends that he simultaneously disavows.

On the other hand, the “false” speech of the individual contains the truth of 
difference, multiplicity, and diverse perspective. This is a truth that Lily Briscoe 
alludes to in To the Lighthouse when she thinks that “one wanted fifty pairs of eyes” 
in order to adequately see Mrs. Ramsay (Lighthouse 198), and that likewise fuels 
Woolf ’s argument in A Room of One’s Own that the world has been impoverished 
by the suppression of women’s perspectives. There are more sides to a person or 
flower than any single pair of eyes can see. Difference — the “supreme mystery” 
of other minds as Clarissa Dalloway puts it (Mrs. Dalloway 127) — can neither 
be accurately represented through speech, nor overcome. By shifting attention 
from the speaking subject to the “thing [. . .] seen by many eyes simultaneously,” 
“conversation” constitutes togetherness premised upon this complex truth of 
multiplicity. The inherent coal-black connection the characters perceive with 
such ambivalence transforms through “conversational” attunement into a sensus 
communis, which counters both the isolation of epistemological doubt and the 
egoistic impulse to distinguish oneself from others, without reverting to engulfing 
sameness.

THE WORLD, DISPLAYED

Immediately following Bernard’s first description of the “seven-sided flower,” 
Neville suggests that the community indexed by the flower entails a certain kind 
of worldly awareness, which in turn enables the companions to converse in the 
ordinary verbal sense: “ ‘After the capricious fires, the abysmal dullness of youth,’ 
said Neville, ‘the light falls upon real objects now. Here are knives and forks. The 
world is displayed, and we too, so that we can talk’ ” (127). “The world,” here, is 
a distinctly communal world: not the given space of knives and forks (and table-
cloths, as per Russell), but that same space transformed into a “world” by shared 
attention. The characters follow the party from To the Lighthouse into conscious-
ness of the aesthetic nature of their community, seeing themselves “displayed” in a 
similarly revealed world of “real objects,” and this foundation enables them to talk.

A striking a resemblance between this world displayed through “conversa-
tion” and the description of “worldly reality” Hannah Arendt offers in The Human 
Condition helps distinguish the implications of Woolf ’s conversational sensus 
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communis. Arendt, like Woolf, proposes a definition of reality in which looking 
takes on a productive force:

The reality of the public realm relies on the simultaneous presence of innumerable 
perspectives and aspects in which the common world presents itself [. . .]. This is the 
meaning of public life [. . .] the reality rising out of the sum total of aspects presented 
by one object to a multitude of spectators. Only where things can be seen by many in 
a variety of aspects without changing their identity, so that those who are gathered 
around them know they see sameness in utter diversity, can worldly reality truly and 
reliably appear. (57)

Arendt’s work pivots around a concern that the “common world” has been lost 
in modernity. This loss undermines the very possibility of the “meaningfulness” 
humans can achieve in their public lives through action and speech. Like Russell, 
Arendt attributes this loss of a common world firstly to epistemic uncertainty, 
nominating Galileo as the founder of the radical modern doubt that finally ques-
tions not only the evidence of the senses, but also all thoughts and experiences, 
filtered as they are through sense and reason. The famous Cartesian recourse is 
emblematic for Arendt of the general modern response: a turn inward, toward the 
ideas one can be certain one has, without knowing their correspondence to any 
external reality. In this skeptical modernity, “What men now have in common 
is not the world but the structure of their minds, and this they cannot have in 
common, strictly speaking; their faculty of reasoning can only happen to be the 
same in everybody” (Arendt 283). At the same time that epistemological doubt 
has weakened the reality of the “common world,” “mass society” threatens the 
condition of plurality that is equally necessary for the unfolding of speech and 
action. An “unnatural conformity” characterizes “mass society,” in which people 
learn to “behave as though they were members of one family, each multiplying and 
prolonging the perspective of his neighbor” (58). “Worldly reality” is doubly lost, 
as it relies upon both the existence of a “variety of perspectives” and “everybody 
[being] concerned with the same object” (57–8).

The model foundation for politics that Arendt finds in the ancient Greek polis 
is a kind of talkative spectatorship, a process by which individuals come to under-
stand through conversation that they look, from many sides, upon the same world. 
She notes: “In this incessant talk the Greeks discovered that the world we have in 
common is usually regarded from an infinite number of different standpoints, to 
which correspond the most diverse points of view. . . . [They learned] to see the 
same in very different and frequently opposing aspects” (“Concept” 51). Woolf ’s 
representation of a process of “making” the common “thing seen by many eyes 
simultaneously” suggests a similar model of talkative spectatorship, and it links 
this “conversational” generation of worldly reality with aesthetics. The unwritten 
final section of Arendt’s The Life of the Mind was projected to elucidate the faculty 
of “Judging,” developing her notion of the political import of the Kantian theory of 
aesthetic judgment.8 Anticipating both Arendt’s theory of talkative spectatorship 
that conversationally constitutes public life in her philosophy and the turn toward 
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aesthetic judgment of her later political thought, Woolf ’s “many-sided substance” 
intimates the link between such pre-political “conversation” and aesthetics that 
Arendt herself would begin to develop, but not complete; simultaneously, Arendt’s 
earlier work articulates political implications Woolf leaves unnamed.

Whereas popular accounts of the ethical value of narrative literature and the 
humanities tend to maintain that art offers practice in empathy, the world-making 
“conversational aesthetic” that emerges in Woolf ’s fiction suggests that the arts 
more crucially offer practice in the disinterested perception necessary to “turn 
with” others in production of the sensus communis. Just as Arendt affirms human 
plurality as necessary for the appearance of the “world,” Woolf ’s conversational 
aesthetic affirms difference as necessary for the creation of a richly contoured, 
many-sided world. Contrary to being a barrier that must be overcome (by empa-
thy, for instance), the unbridgeable difference between individuals is the founding 
condition of the particular kind of communion we can form in conversation.

Stanley Cavell expresses something along these lines when he calls upon us 
“to see our separate existence, to acknowledge its separateness, [as] a reasonable 
condition for a ceremony of union” (Contesting 22).9 Conversation becomes an art 
when conversationalists relinquish “attempts to say, ‘I am this, I am that,’ ” and 
instead enter a “zone of silence,” turning with each other in disinterested receptiv-
ity toward common matters. Aesthetic work is conversational when it seeks not to 
multiply the perspective of one’s neighbor, nor to popularize or impose a singular 
perspective, but to contribute sides to the “one thing, seen by many eyes simulta-
neously.” The conversational aesthetic suggests that the ethical value of aesthetic 
work does not primarily stem from its exercise of our empathetic capacities, but 
rather follows from its invitation to us to turn impartially with others, thereby 
making a new “worldly reality” perceptible. Such “conversations,” however, must 
be endlessly expanded and remade.

Notes

1. The present essay joins a body of work drawing attention to the philosophical richness of Woolf ’s 
fiction. See, for instance, Beer, Gaipa, Banfield, and Zhang. For an argument against putting 
Woolf ’s work into dialogue with philosophy, because “using philosophy to analyze and interpret her 
corpus places the critic at odds with Woolf ’s political and aesthetic agenda,” see Lackey (76). Unlike 
Lackey, I am less interested in Woolf ’s intentional agenda than in the intellectual possibilities her 
work opens up.

2. See the OED entries for “converse” and “convert,” which share the root convertĕre, “to turn about.” 
Only in the late sixteenth century did English speakers begin to use the word to refer to verbal 
communication. As a contrast, the word “discussion” derives from discutĕre, “to dash to pieces, to 
shake violently, to shake off, to disperse, scatter.”

3. Julia Briggs, in “The Conversation behind the Conversation,” similarly traces the nonverbal 
communication that occurs between Woolf ’s characters as they exchange superficial speech. Briggs, 
however, focuses on Woolf ’s treatment of “the culturally unspeakable,” taboo subjects including 
sexuality, trauma, war, same-sex love, and even friendships between women, directing attention 
to both Woolf ’s thematic and stylistic subversion of conventions obscuring open discussion (14).
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4. Scholars have previously noted the influence of both philosophers on the Bloomsbury group 
generally, and on Virginia Woolf personally. See, for instance, Banfield, The Phantom Table, which 
persuasively argues that Woolf ’s fiction is deeply influenced by the Cambridge “New Realists,” 
principal among them Bertrand Russell. Christine Froula has argued that Woolf provides a feminist 
version of Kant’s theory of aesthetic impersonality. This essay forges a bridge between these distinct 
philosophical influences.

5. In drawing this brief connection between Woolf and Wittgenstein, I am not suggesting that we 
should suspect she had more familiarity with Wittgenstein’s work than she claimed; rather, I merely 
observe that her own inquiry occasionally parallels his. Banfield summarizes the Woolfs’ minimal 
relation to Wittgenstein in her introduction, commenting that “the rise of Wittgenstein’s influence 
[was] a kind of cut-off point for the philosophical background of Bloomsbury” (9).

6. See also Zhang, “Naming the Indescribable.”

7. In a passing reference, Terada calls Woolf one of the twentieth century’s most “spectacular and 
complicated example[s]” of female phenomenophiles (28). Rhoda’s discovery of a “dwelling place” 
precisely in the shared aesthetic experience suggests that, if Woolf is indeed a “phenomenophile,” 
she also considers and queries the possibility of a more sociable attitude toward beauty.

8. Recent scholarship reconstructs an Arendtian account of political judgment by drawing from 
her Lectures on Kant’s Political Philosophy, notes toward a seminar on the subject, and passages from 
The Life of the Mind. See, for instance, Linda Zerilli, Feminism and the Abyss of Freedom, “Toward a 
Feminist Theory of Judgment, and “Truth and Politics,” which place improvisation and freedom at 
the heart of Arednt’s link between political and aesthetic judgment. See also Norval, “A Democratic 
Politics of Acknowledgment.”

9. Cavell frequently explores the philosophical significance of conversation, most notably in his 
studies of acknowledgment in the two books on midcentury Hollywood films, Contesting Tears 
and Pursuits of Happiness: The Hollywood Comedy of Remarriage. He finds the films to invoke and 
philosophically develop John Milton’s claim that “the chiefest and the noblest end of marriage is a 
meet and happy conversation.”
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